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Abstract 21 

The climate feedback parameter is a useful indicator for estimating climate sensitivity relating to anthropogenic 22 

forcing. This study defines a new feedback parameter, the Perturbational Feedback Parameter (PFP), and the 23 

impacts of internally-generated climate variations are clarified using the MIROC piControl simulation. PFP 24 

values are found to vary significantly on interdecadal timescales. The equatorial sea surface temperature (SST) 25 

has a positive anomaly in the eastern Pacific and a negative anomaly in the western Pacific, and the thermocline 26 

tilts more gently than usual when the PFP is large. The statistical properties of the interannual fluctuations also 27 

simultaneously vary, and they correspond to the background state. For example, there is an increase in the El 28 

Niño Southern Oscillation (ENSO) amplitude relative to the global mean surface temperature rise, and the 29 

equatorial high SST more effectively contributes to the southward shift of the Intertropical Convergence Zone 30 

(ITCZ). In addition, a decadal fluctuation that dominates over the extratropical northern Pacific also plays an 31 

important role in PFP variations. These fluctuations on broad timescales cooperatively induce increases in lower 32 

clouds within the subtropics by strengthening the descending flow and static stability, and the consequential net 33 

downward radiation flux change through increases in reflection enhances the PFP. In summary, internal changes 34 

in both tropical and extratropical variability corresponding to the background state control the strength of the 35 

climate feedback on interdecadal timescales.  36 

 37 
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1. Introduction 39 

Understanding the climate response to external forcing, such as anthropogenic forcing, is crucially 40 

important for projecting and evaluating the future climate. The concept of climate sensitivity relates to how the 41 

climate system responds to external forcing, such as greenhouse gases and aerosols. Equilibrium climate sensitivity 42 

(ECS) is one of the most widely used forms of climate sensitivity, and it is defined as the change in the steady-43 

state global-mean surface air temperature that will eventually occur in relation to a doubling of the CO2 44 

concentration. ECS is not only applied in IPCC, but it is also a convenient indicator used to compare the climate 45 

system responses of several general circulation models (GCMs) (Kunutti and Hegerl 2008; Andrews et al. 2012; 46 

Gregory et al. 2020).  47 

Processes in a climate system that can either amplify or dampen the climate system response to an external 48 

perturbation are referred to as climate feedback (Bony et al. 2006). In estimating the values of climate sensitivity 49 

and climate feedback, a simplified energy balance concept is generally used, as shown by the equation below, 50 

 51 

𝑁 = 𝐹 − 𝑅 = 𝐹 − 𝛼𝑇, (1 − 1) 52 

 53 

where 𝑁 is the net downward radiation flux (positive downward) change at the top of the atmosphere [W/m!], 54 

𝐹 is the external forcing [W/m!] affecting the climate system (positive downward), 𝑅 is the climate radiative 55 

response [W/m!] connected to the change in surface temperature 𝑇 [K] (positive upward), and 𝛼 is the climate 56 

feedback parameter [W/m!/K] (Gregory et al. 2004; Gregory and Webb 2008). Therefore, a precise estimation 57 

of 𝛼 is a central parameter required in the quest to understand the global warming tendency.  58 

ECS is derived by taking advantage of 𝑁 = 0, which is apparent from its definition. Therefore, if 𝛼 is 59 

already known, ECS can be expressed as  60 

 61 

𝐸𝐶𝑆 =
𝐹!×
𝛼
= 𝑠𝐹!×, (1 − 2) 62 

 63 

where 𝐹!× is the radiative forcing due to a doubling of the CO2 concentration, and 𝑠 is the effective climate 64 

sensitivity parameter [K/W/m!]. As the climate feedback parameter 𝛼 increases, negative feedback increases, 65 

and the system becomes more stable.  66 

In this respect, uncertainty in estimating the value of 𝛼 is primarily due to the framework of climate models, 67 

such as the implemented calculation schemes for clouds. In addition, ECS cannot be directly estimated when using 68 

the climate system in historical experiments or in the ScenarioMIP experiment, as these are not considered to be 69 

in equilibrium states. In practice, 𝛼 is estimated from climate fluctuations, and it is thus dependent on the climate 70 

state of the period in focus (Gregory et al. 2002; Gregory et al. 2004; Forster and Gregory 2006; Tett et al. 2006; 71 

Otto et al. 2013). As 𝛼 cannot be obtained as a constant value, it is referred to as effective climate sensitivity 72 

(EffCS) (Senior and Mitchell 2000; Gregory et al. 2002), which is dependent on environmental states. The time 73 
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dependency of 𝛼 has recently attracted attention as an important source of uncertainty in projecting the warming 74 

rate of future climates. Furthermore, when using certain climate models, ensembles of historical simulations result 75 

in large uncertainties when estimating 𝛼 (Watanabe et al. 2021), which indicates the possibility that internal 76 

variability also plays an important role in climate feedback variation. 77 

Recently, Gregory and Andrews (2016) examined the time changes of 𝛼 by introducing the feedback 78 

parameter variation. They achieved this by applying the parameter defined in Gregory et al. (2004), which is as 79 

follows, 80 

 81 

𝛼8 = −
𝑑𝑁
𝑑𝑇

, (1 − 3) 82 

 83 

where 𝛼8  is known as the differential feedback parameter (DFP), and its value is defined by the slope of the 84 

ordinary least squares (OLS) regression of the annual means of 𝑁 against 𝑇 over 30 years. They also estimated 85 

the DFP value in atmospheric general circulation model simulations (AGCM, Had GEM2, and HadCM3 in their 86 

study) using observed SST and sea ice with preindustrial forcing (𝐹 = 0, which is referred to as the amipPIForcing 87 

experiment). The DFP from the model ensembles was an average of 1.7 W/m2/K, and the results also provided 88 

interdecadal variations. The study revealed that the main control of DFP variations was changes in the SST trend 89 

pattern. The results of another study using other CMIP5 models also showed similar interdecadal DFP variability 90 

(Andrews et al. 2018). 91 

The observed SST trend pattern change in Gregory and Andrews (2016) is composed of externally 92 

forced variability and internal variability on annual to interdecadal timescales. However, further investigations of 93 

the internal variability of DFP and deriving an accurate evaluation of this would enable verification of the role of 94 

internal variability in climate feedback variation and its physical mechanism in atmosphere-ocean coupling 95 

systems. In addition, refining climate feedback estimations would improve near-future climate predictions, in 96 

which both trends of internal variability and global warming play important roles. Therefore, this study defines a 97 

new feedback parameter to determine the influence of internal variability in relation to variations in DFP, and then 98 

clarifies its mechanism.  99 

The aims of this study are as follows: to demonstrate the interdecadal variability of climate feedback by 100 

proposing a new feedback parameter, known as the Perturbational Feedback Parameter (PFP); to identify changes 101 

in the background field that are closely connected to variations in the parameter; and to clarify the mechanism 102 

involved in feedback variability, with a particular focus on the contributions from annual and interannual variations 103 

that dominate under the background states. 104 

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the materials and methods used, 105 

with a particular emphasis on defining the PFP. The properties of the PFP and the features in the background field 106 

that are deeply connected to PFP variations are provided in Section 3. The changes in annual and interannual 107 

variations in relation to the background changes and their contribution to PFP variations are also clarified. Section 108 

4 discusses the results and presents the main conclusions. 109 
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 110 

2. Materials and methods 111 

2.1 Data 112 

We analyzed the simulation results from the 6th version of the Model for Interdisciplinary Research on 113 

Climate (MIROC6), which contributed to CMIP6 (Tatebe et al. 2019). The "piControl simulation,” simulates 114 

atmospheric and oceanic interdecadal variation over 800 years (3200–3999, virtual years from the simulation 115 

start) by keeping the atmospheric forcing components constant in the preindustrial state, and the following data 116 

were obtained from the simulation: surface temperature(ts), downward shortwave radiation flux at TOA (rsdt, 117 

TOA: top of atmosphere), upward shortwave radiation flux at TOA (rsut), upward longwave radiation flux at 118 

TOA (rlut), clear-sky upward shortwave radiation flux at TOA (rsutcs), clear-sky upward longwave radiation 119 

flux at TOA (rlutcs), mass fraction of cloud water (clw), mass fraction of cloud ice (cli), zonal wind (ua), 120 

meridional wind (va), vertical wind (wap), atmospheric temperature (ta), and seawater temperature (thetao). The 121 

horizontal resolution of the model data was 1.4° ×1.4° (for seawater temperature, 0.5–1° × 1°), and the vertical 122 

resolution was as follows: 19 layers (from 1000 hPa to 1 hPa) for ua, va, and wap; 81 layers for clw, cli, and ta 123 

(surface to 0.004 hPa by using a hybrid 𝜎 − 𝑝 coordinate; Arakawa and Konor (1996) for the purpose of 124 

reproducing stratospheric circulation); and 62 layers (sea surface to the sea bottom by using a hybrid 𝜎 − 𝑧 125 

coordinate) for thetao (49 layers for tropics). The annual mean data derived from monthly mean data were 126 

analyzed in this study.  127 

 128 

2.2 Definition of PFP（Perturbational Feedback Parameter) 129 

In this section, we define the perturbational feedback parameter (PFP), 𝛼, with the aim of enabling an 130 

investigation of the interdecadal variations in the strength of climate feedback associated with internally 131 

generated climate variability. 132 

The values of the PFP are defined as the linear regression coefficient obtained from the relation between 133 

the global-mean anomalies of the net downward radiation flux at the top of the atmosphere, 𝑁′, and those of 134 

surface temperature, 𝑇′, within a 30-year window (Gregory and Andrews 2016),  135 

 136 

𝛼 = −
∆𝑁#

∆𝑇#
. (2 − 1) 137 

 138 

It is of note that the anomalies deviate from the climatology of 800-year-long simulations and that the 139 

PFP is derived by inverting the sign as in Gregory and Andrews (2016). From this definition, the PFP indicates 140 

how the global mean net downward radiation flux changes according to a rise in the global mean surface 141 

temperature, and negative feedback increases when the PFP is larger. 142 

The temporal evolution of the PFP value is first defined, and the physical mechanism controlling PFP 143 

variations is then clarified by focusing on changes in the interannual fluctuations and mean states within 30-year 144 

windows. 145 
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 146 

2.3 Modified Regression Value 147 

In this section, we define a modified regression value in detecting predominant fluctuations that 148 

characterize PFP variations, used in 3.3. In calculating the regression values with the area-averaged SST 149 

fluctuations (i.e., Nino3.4 SST or the northeastern Pacific SST shown in Figures 3c), we introduced a scaling factor, 150 

which is defined as the regression of area-averaged SST with global-mean surface temperature fluctuations. In 151 

other words, we examined the product of a specific fluctuation at each grid point regressed onto the area-averaged 152 

SST and the area-averaged SST regressed onto the global-mean surface temperature. These scaled regression 153 

values enabled us to estimate the contribution to the global-mean fluctuation at each grid point through a specific 154 

climate mode represented by the fluctuation in area-averaged SST, and the following equations were employed, 155 

 156 

𝑀𝑜𝑑𝑖𝑓𝑖𝑒𝑑	𝑅𝑒𝑔𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛	𝑣𝑎𝑙𝑢𝑒 = 157 

∑(𝑉$%&'$ − 𝑉R$%&'$) (𝑇()*%+.- − 𝑇R()*%+.-)
∑(𝑇()*%+.- − 𝑇R()*%+.-)!

×
∑(𝑇()*%+.- − 𝑇R()*%+.-) S𝑇.$%/'$ − 𝑇R.$%/'$T

∑S𝑇.$%/'$ − 𝑇R.$%/'$T
!

, (2 − 2) 158 

 159 

𝑀𝑜𝑑𝑖𝑓𝑖𝑒𝑑	𝑅𝑒𝑔𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛	𝑣𝑎𝑙𝑢𝑒 = 160 

∑(𝑉$%&'$ − 𝑉R$%&'$) (𝑇(01 − 𝑇R(01)
∑(𝑇(01 − 𝑇R(01)!

×
∑(𝑇(01 − 𝑇R(01) S𝑇.$%/'$ − 𝑇R.$%/'$T

∑S𝑇.$%/'$ − 𝑇R.$%/'$T
!

, (2 − 3) 161 

 162 

where 𝑉$%&'$ is an arbitrary variable (in each grid point), 𝑇.$%/'$ is the global mean surface temperature, 𝑇()*%+.- 163 

is Nino3.4 SST, 𝑇(01 is northeastern Pacific SST, and the superscript bar shows the average data for either 424 164 

years in PFP_large or 365 years in PFP_small. 165 

 166 

3. Results 167 

3.1  PFP variations and associated properties 168 

Although external forcing was fixed in the 800-year-long simulation, values of PFP showed interdecadal 169 

variations (Figure 1), and the average and standard deviation of its timeseries were 1.47 [W/m2/K] and 0.37 [W/m2], 170 

respectively.  171 

Interdecadal variations in PFP were accompanied by large-scale climate variability within the 30-year 172 

running mean states (Figure 2). Figure 2a shows a correlation map between the 30-year running mean surface 173 

temperature and PFP variations. When the PFP was positive, the surface temperature increased over the 174 

equatorial Pacific and decreased over the western equatorial Pacific, and an east-west contrast was clearly 175 

evident. Consequently, the zonal SST contrast along the equator was weakened. Figure 2b shows the longitude-176 

depth section of the 30-year running mean ocean-water temperature averaged over 5S-5N regressed onto the 177 

PFP. Corresponding to the SST changes, the subsurface ocean temperature weakened the zonal gradient of the 178 

ocean thermocline over the equatorial Pacific.  179 

 180 
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3.2 PFP variation with interannual variation 181 

3.2.1 Fluctuations of surface temperature and net downward radiation flux within a 30-year window 182 

Variations in both the surface temperature and net downward radiation flux were found to contribute to 183 

PFP variation. We thus investigated the correlations between PFP variation and the standard deviations of global 184 

mean surface temperature and net downward radiation flux within a 30-year window to determine which variable 185 

provided the most dominant contribution. The results showed that the correlation between PFP and the standard 186 

deviation of the global mean surface temperature was 0.52, whereas that of the net downward radiation flux was 187 

0.76 (Figure 3a, b). This showed that the variation in PFP was mainly controlled by the variation width of the 188 

global mean net downward radiation flux and not by surface temperature within a 30-year window.  189 

It was then necessary to determine the area in which the global mean net downward radiation flux change 190 

originated. Using the PFP time series, the regression maps of the standard deviations of local surface temperature 191 

and net downward radiation flux were analyzed to provide insight into gaining an understanding of the physical 192 

mechanism. Figure 3c shows a map of the standard deviation of surface temperature regressed onto the PFP, where 193 

it is evident that deviations in the annual mean surface temperature over the equatorial Pacific increase when the 194 

PFP is large. In addition, large signals are also found over the mid-latitudes of the northern Pacific and Alaska. 195 

Figure 3d shows a map of the standard deviation of net downward radiation flux regressed onto the PFP, 196 

where it is evident that deviations of annual net downward radiation flux over the equator and its north-south area 197 

increase when the PFP is large. The PFP value is directly controlled by deviations in the global mean net downward 198 

radiation flux over 30 years (Figure 3b), and it is mainly controlled by the equatorial and subtropical net downward 199 

radiation flux amplitude in the Pacific (Figure 3d). However, PFP variation is less dependent on the global mean 200 

surface temperature amplitude (Figure 3a), while it is related to the local surface temperature in the equatorial and 201 

northeastern Pacific (Figure 3c). This suggests that changes in the surface temperature over the equatorial and 202 

northeastern Pacific may drive net downward radiation flux changes over the tropical and subtropical Pacific via 203 

atmospheric circulation and cloud changes.  204 

 205 

3.2.2 Differences between the interannual variations of PFP_large and PFP_small 206 

To clarify the physical mechanisms that control the statistical relationships between PFP and surface 207 

temperature and net downward radiation flux, we conducted composite analyses based on the PFP values. The 208 

PFP values that fluctuated in 30-year windows by over one standard deviation (in either positive or negative values) 209 

were categorized as PFP_large and PFP_small, respectively, and the differences between these two categories 210 

were discussed. In particular, we examined the sensitivity of surface temperature and net downward radiation flux 211 

variations at each grid point to the variations in global-mean surface temperature, as its amplitude was less 212 

dependent on the PFP values (Figure 3a).  213 

PFP_large was thus defined as a PFP value larger than 1.85 [W/m2/K], which was the average PFP variation 214 

plus one standard deviation of variation in 800 years, and PFP_small was defined as a PFP value less than 215 

1.11[W/m2/K], which was the average PFP variation minus one standard deviation of variation in 800 years. A 216 

total of 424 years and 365 years fell into each respective category. It is of note that although specific years in a 30-217 
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year window of PFP_large could be concurrently counted in another 30-year window of PFP_small, this did not 218 

disrupt our analysis because we used the results to analyze the statistical features of 30-year windows. The 219 

regression difference from PFP_large to PFP_small was then analyzed. 220 

Figure 4a shows a map of the differences between PFP_large and PFP_small when the local surface 221 

temperature was regressed onto the global mean surface temperature anomaly. The result reveals an anomalous 222 

warming of surface temperature in the eastern equatorial Pacific and an anomalous cooling in the extratropical 223 

Pacific with a rise in the global mean surface temperature rise in PFP_large. Again, the positive values in the 224 

tropical Pacific correspond to the intensification of the ENSO amplitude when the PFP value increases, as 225 

mentioned in Section 4.1. Figure 4b shows a map of the difference between PFP_large and PFP_small when the 226 

net downward radiative flux was regressed onto the global mean surface temperature. The result reveals an 227 

anomalous net downward radiation flux in the northern part of the equator and an anomalous net upward radiation 228 

flux in the subtropics and on the equator.  229 

However, the signals in the net downward radiation flux in Figure 4a do not merely represent local 230 

responses to the surface temperature fluctuations. Large regression differences are also found in the tropical Pacific, 231 

which implies that significant changes occur in the Pacific ITCZ and the subtropical Pacific rather than in the mid- 232 

and high latitudes. We thus focus on the tropical and subtropical Pacific areas to conduct the following analyses. 233 

The difference in the regression value of net downward radiative flux in Figure 4b correlates well with that 234 

of the cloud distribution. Figure 5a and 5b are maps of the differences between the cloud water contents of 235 

PFP_large and PFP_small in the low and middle troposphere, respectively, regressed onto the PFP, which were 236 

derived using the same method as that used to obtain the results shown in Figure 4a and 4b. Low-level clouds 237 

showed anomalous positive values in the subtropical Pacific Ocean (Figure 5a). Figure 5b shows that middle-level 238 

clouds have anomalous negative values in the northern part of the tropical Pacific and positive values along the 239 

equatorial Pacific, and these changes in clouds may be comparable to those of the net downward radiative flux 240 

(Figure 4b).  241 

Figure 6 shows the meridional circulation of the atmosphere, air temperature, and the mass content of cloud 242 

water that were zonally averaged in the eastern tropical and subtropical Pacific (shown in Figure 4a, 30S-30N) 243 

where the regression values relate to large differences in surface temperature (Figure 4a). There is an ascending 244 

flow anomaly (positive value of the regression difference) on the equator and a descending flow anomaly (negative 245 

value of the regression difference) in the subtropics, and this enhances the Hadley circulation when the PFP value 246 

is large (Figure 6a). 247 

Consistent with the enhanced convective activity along the equator, there is a warming anomaly (positive 248 

regression value difference) in the middle to upper layers and the lower layers on the equator (Figure 6b). The 249 

cloud water content increases and decreases, particularly in the middle layer over the equatorial and off-equatorial 250 

areas, respectively (Figure 6c), which suggests that the convective activity is concentrated in a narrow area along 251 

the equator. In addition, there is a cooling anomaly (negative value of regression difference) in the lower layers of 252 

the subtropics (Figure 6b), where descending flow prevails (Figure 6a) and cloud water content above the layers 253 

increases (Figure 6c). 254 
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3.3 Predominant fluctuations characterizing PFP variation 255 

It has been revealed that the strengthening of ascending flow on the equator due to surface temperature rise 256 

in the eastern Pacific and the descending flow in the subtropics due to the enhanced static stability causes changes 257 

in the amount and distribution of cloud, and thus changes in net downward radiation change. Although these 258 

variations are superposed by multiple timescale fluctuations, it is uncertain which timescale fluctuations are 259 

dominant in characterizing the aforementioned variations. 260 

The Nino3.4 index (SST anomaly averaged over 5S-5N, 170 W-120W, blue rectangle in Figure 3c) and the 261 

northeastern Pacific surface temperature (SST anomaly averaged over 30N-45N, 170 W-135W, red rectangle in 262 

Figure 3c) have large signals in Figure 3c, and they were selected to show the extents to which SST or atmospheric 263 

variation, which are connected to SST variation in the designated areas, can explain the changes in cloud and net 264 

downward radiation flux.  265 

To capture the dominant variations, spectrum analyses were conducted using normalized Nino3.4 SST and 266 

northeastern Pacific SST, and Figure 7 shows the spectrum of SST when using both. Nino3.4 SST has a spectrum 267 

peak at around five years, whereas the northeastern Pacific SST has a spectrum peak at 10 to 20 years. The former 268 

corresponds to the ENSO period, and the latter corresponds to interdecadal variation in the mid-latitudes of the 269 

Pacific, such as the PDO (Mantua et al. 1997). These results show that Nino3.4 SST and the northeastern Pacific 270 

SST represent different variations over certain time scales, and the influence of both elements can be examined 271 

through these indices. 272 

In calculating the regression values with the area-averaged SST fluctuations (i.e., Nino3.4 SST or the 273 

northeastern Pacific SST), we used the modified regression values defined in 2.3. Through this manipulation, it 274 

was possible to determine how much of each physical quantity relating to variations in the Nino3.4 index, 275 

equatorial Pacific SST, or northeastern Pacific SST (representing midlatitude variation), corresponded to the 276 

variations in global mean surface temperature.  277 

The patterns shown in both maps (Figure 8c, f) of the differences in the modified regression value of the 278 

net downward radiation flux defined in the above equations (Eq (2-2) and Eq (2-3)) resemble those of the 279 

differences in the regression values against global mean surface temperature (Figure 4b).  280 

The areas showing large signals in the subtropics in the map of net downward radiation flux against global 281 

mean surface temperature (Figure 4b) occur both in the northern Pacific (15N-32N, 170E-120W) and in the 282 

southern Pacific (15S-30S, 160E-130W). Therefore, we calculated the regression value difference averaged over 283 

those areas (blue and purple rectangles shown in Figure 8c, f). The modified regression value differences over 284 

those areas were -1.73 and -2.14 [W/m2] for the Nino3.4 index and -1.71 and -0.54 [W/m2] for the northeastern 285 

Pacific SST, respectively. However, the regression value differences against the global mean surface temperature 286 

over those areas were -4.05 and -2.97 [W/m2]. Therefore, the modified regression value differences were 287 

approximately 42.7% and 72.1% for Nino3.4 SST and 42.3% and 18.1% for northeastern Pacific SST compared 288 

to the global mean surface temperature. 289 

In the same manner, the regression differences of surface temperature, sea level pressure (SLP), and the 290 

mass content of cloud water were examined, with a focus on the connection between the net downward radiation 291 
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flux in the northern Pacific and Nino3.4 and northeastern Pacific SST variation. Figure 8a and 8d are maps of the 292 

modified regression value differences of surface temperature and sea level pressure against Nino3.4 SST and the 293 

Northeastern Pacific SST, respectively. The shape of the regression difference in surface temperature is long, 294 

slender, and positive on the equatorial Pacific against Nino3.4 SST, whereas there is a wider positive regression 295 

difference against the northeastern Pacific SST. Furthermore, their distributions in the northern Pacific are 296 

completely different, which affirms that Nino3.4 SST and the northeastern Pacific SST represent different 297 

variations both spatially and temporally. 298 

With respect to SLP, the negative regression difference against northeastern Pacific SST in the northern 299 

Pacific, which represents the strength and position of the Aleutian low, is located more closely to Alaska than 300 

when using the Nino3.4 SST (Figure 8a, d). In addition, the positive regression difference against the northeastern 301 

Pacific SST in the northwestern Pacific, which denotes anticyclonic circulation, extends more over the middle of 302 

the Pacific compared to when using Nino3.4 SST. This SLP pattern strengthens the northern wind inflow, which 303 

is supposed to lower the northeastern Pacific SST. 304 

Figure 8b and 8e are maps showing the modified regression value differences of the mass cloud water 305 

content against Nino3.4 SST and Northeastern Pacific SST, respectively. With respect to the cloud water content, 306 

the regression value difference against northeastern Pacific SST is more positive in the northern subtropical Pacific 307 

than when against Nino3.4 SST. This result can be attributed to the strengthening of the northern wind inflow, 308 

which provides a more statically stable environment that is appropriate for increasing low cloud.  309 

 310 

4.  Summary and Discussion  311 

This study used the PFP, a new feedback parameter, to investigate the changes in climate feedback due to 312 

internal variations. Data from the MIROC6 piControl simulation, which is one of the main models in CMIP6, were 313 

analyzed. The PFP was found to vary on interdecadal time scales, and its amplitude was comparable to that of the 314 

DFP calculated in previous studies (Andrews et al. 2018) using the AGCM with observed SST as a boundary 315 

condition. The results show that climate feedback intensity can be modulated greatly by internal variations. 316 

Variations in PFP were found to be connected to the background field, and a positive surface temperature 317 

anomaly in the eastern Pacific and a negative anomaly in the western Pacific were determined, which resulted in 318 

a less tilted thermocline. This anomalous SST contrast in the equatorial Pacific agrees with the results of 319 

Watanabe et al. (2021). As they focused on the SST trend pattern, the results indicate that recent SST trend 320 

patterns in the equatorial Pacific, such as the hiatus, can be explained by internal variability. We also found that 321 

annual changes in the globally averaged net downward radiation flux, which occurred in accordance with 322 

background change, caused variations in the PFP.    323 

To investigate the cause of changes in the global mean net downward radiation flux, regression analyses 324 

were conducted against global mean surface temperature using the difference between PFP_large (PFP > 1.85 325 

W/m2, expressed as PFP_large) and PFP_small (PFP < 1.11 W/m2, expressed as PFP_small). As the global mean 326 

surface temperature rose, the surface temperature rise in the equatorial Pacific increased in PFP_large, owing to 327 

enhancement of the ENSO amplitude. This pattern corresponds with that of ENSO determined in several studies, 328 
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which show that its amplitude increases when the east-west SST contrast as a background field is reduced 329 

(Guilyardi et al. 2009; Kim et al. 2014; Cai et al. 2015). In addition, changes in the net downward radiation flux 330 

values became increasingly positive in the northern part of the equator and increasingly negative in the equator 331 

and subtropics in PFP_large. These distribution changes in the net downward radiation flux were found to 332 

correspond well to those of clouds, when there was a low cloud increase in the subtropics and middle to high cloud 333 

changes around the equator, which revealed that changes in the net downward radiation flux in these areas were 334 

attributed to the amount and distribution of cloud. The low cloud increase in the subtropics (Figure 5a, 6c), where 335 

descending flow prevails permanently (Figure 6a), is considered to be caused by an intensification of descending 336 

flow and a possible decline in dry air entrainment due to the higher static stability (Bretherton 2015). The low 337 

cloud increase (Figure 5a, 6c) is consistent with the results of a preceding study (Zhou et al. 2016) that focused on 338 

the increasing trends in low cloud cover in the eastern Pacific in correspondence with SST trend patterns, rather 339 

than increasing anomalies in the subtropics.  340 

These variational characteristics were derived as a superposition of multiple time- and special-scale 341 

fluctuations. To evaluate the fluctuations that were dominant in controlling PFP variations, a modified regression 342 

value was defined against Nino3.4 SST (SST anomaly averaged over 5S-5N, 170 W-120W, blue rectangle in 343 

Figure 3c, which has a spectrum peak in near 5 years as shown in Figure 7) and Northeastern Pacific SST (SST 344 

anomaly averaged over 30N-45N, 170 W-135W, red rectangle in Figure 3c, which has a spectrum peak in the later 345 

10 years in Fig 7). This revealed that the low cloud increase and consequent changes in net downward radiation 346 

flux in the southern Pacific were mainly attributed to changes in ENSO, as represented by the modified regression 347 

value against Nino3.4 SST, whereas that in the northern Pacific was contributed to both by changes in ENSO and 348 

longer changes in fluctuations (such as the PDO) in the northern mid-latitudes, which strengthened the static 349 

stability of the subtropics. Since northeastern Pacific SST is located at higher latitudes than the subtropics, it is 350 

anticipated that the increase in cloud water in the northern subtropics is not brought directly by the northeastern 351 

Pacific SST, but through atmospheric circulation change over longer time scales, which can also control the 352 

northeastern Pacific SST.  353 

 354 

It has been suggested that variations in DFP are affected by lower cloud increases in the eastern Pacific in 355 

relation to changes in SST trend patterns, active convection in the western Pacific, and the enhancement of static 356 

stability in the boundary layer due to atmospheric heating in the middle-upper layer (Gregory and Andrews 357 

2016; Zhou et al. 2016). The results of this study also indicate that increases in lower clouds and the subsequent 358 

increase in reflection have a great impact on the radiation budget at the top of the atmosphere; however, this 359 

occurs in the subtropical Pacific and is caused by multiple internal fluctuation changes. 360 

The study of Shiogama et al. (2012) also showed that cloud negative feedback due to ENSO was intensified 361 

when using a perturbed physics ensemble in MIROC5, and that of Toniazzo et al. (2008) achieved similar results 362 

with the GCM of the Hadley Centre. Differences in the background features may thus influence the detailed 363 

mechanisms working as negative feedback, and in this study we indicated that the zonal SST contrast along the 364 

equator in the background was reduced due to global warming.  365 
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Fluctuations in the northeastern Pacific, defined by the northeastern Pacific SST in this study, involve 366 

decadal to interdecadal variations, such as that of the PDO. A change in the strength of the Aleutian low is known 367 

to be one of the drivers of this change (Newman et al. 2016). From this, variation changes or extreme position 368 

shifts of sea level pressure in the northern Pacific can be caused by teleconnection pattern changes, such as the 369 

NPO (Wallace and Gutzler 1981), which is from the equatorial Pacific (to the northern Pacific), and the PJ pattern 370 

(Nitta 1987), which is from the maritime continent, and thus decadal fluctuations occur in the northern Pacific. 371 

However, for teleconnection pattern changes, the influence of the background fields of the atmosphere cannot be 372 

neglected. 373 

Teleconnection differences and their mechanisms associated with background changes are currently being 374 

studied. Michel et al. (2020) showed that many studies have suggested that the maximum region of SLP variation 375 

has shifted toward the northeast (Christensen et al., 2007; Muller and Roeckner, 2008; Christensen and Coautors, 376 

2013). Other studies have provided contrasting results and suggested that the SLP anomaly has become larger 377 

without changing its position (Scheneider et al. 2009), has become weaker (Herceg et al. 2007), or has shifted 378 

towards a westward direction (Zhou et al. 2014). One of reasons for such inconsistencies is the lack of a coherent 379 

modeling span or ensemble size used in the different studies, and this has caused non-negligible differences in the 380 

background field due to phase disagreements associated with internal variation (Michel et al., 2020).  381 

Thus, elucidating air-sea interactions between the tropics and the extra tropics through large ensemble 382 

simulations and multi-model analyses will contribute to improving the evaluation of climate feedback.  383 

 384 
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 527 

 528 

Figure legends 529 

 530 

Figure 1. PFP time series (red line) and ranges over the 95% confidence level (orange shading) derived 531 

using the t-test. Purple lines indicate a range of ±1 standard deviation from the PFP mean value. 532 
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 533 

Figure 2.(a) Map showing correlation between 30-year running mean surface temperature and PFP. (b) 534 

Longitude-depth section of 30-year running mean ocean-temperature averaged meridionally over the 535 

blue rectangle shown in panel (a) regressed onto PFP. Contours in panel (b) show ocean-water 536 

temperature averaged over 800 years. Stippling in panel (b) indicates that the regression value is 537 

significant at a 95% confidence level (derived using the t-test technique). 538 
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Figure 3. (Upper panels) Scatter plot of normalized PFP against normalized standard deviation of global 539 

means of (a) surface temperature and (b) net downward radiation flux at TOA respectively in 30 years. Lines 540 

in panels (a) and (b) show the slope of the ordinary least squares (OLS) regression of normalized PFP against 541 

the normalized standard deviation of global mean surface temperature and net downward radiation flux at 542 

TOA, respectively, in 30 years. (Lower panels) Standard deviations of (c) surface temperature and (d) net 543 

downward radiation flux at TOA in 30 years regressed to PFP. Stippling in panels (c) and (d) indicate the 544 

areas where the regression value is significant at a 95% confidence level derived by t-test technique. 545 
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 546 

Figure 4. Maps showing differences between PFP_large and PFP_small when (a) surface temperature and 547 

(b) net downward radiation flux were regressed onto global mean surface temperature. Stippling indicates 548 

the areas where the regression value is significant at a 99% confidence level (derived using the t-test 549 

technique). Orange rectangle in panel (a) is the analyzed area in Figure 6.  550 

 551 

 552 

Figure 5. The same as in Figure 4, except for cloud water contents averaged over the levels of (a) 0.876–553 

0.747 and (b) 0.699–0.520 using the hybrid 𝜎 − 𝑝 coordinate. 554 

 555 
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 556 

Figure 6. Differences between PFP_large and PFP_small for (a) vertical winds (shading) and 557 

meridional circulation winds (vector), (b) air temperature, and (c) cloud water content, zonally 558 

averaged over the area shown in Figure 4 (orange rectangle) and regressed onto global mean surface 559 

temperature. The vertical components of the vectors in (a) are multiplied by a factor of 100. The 560 

vertical coordinate in (b) and (c) is depicted by the hybrid 𝜎 − 𝑝 coordinate. The stippling indicates 561 

the 99% confidence level (derived using the t-test technique).  562 
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 565 

Figure 7. Power spectrums of surface temperature variations averaged over Nino3.4 (blue solid line) 566 

and the NEP area (red solid line) designated in Figure 3. Plotted values are smoothed using 30-point 567 

running means. Shadings indicate the ranges over 99% confidence level (derived using the t-test 568 

technique).  569 
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 574 

Figure 8. (a) Map of the modified regression value differences between PFP_large and PFP_small 575 

of surface temperature and sea level pressure against Nino3.4 SST. Modified regressions of 576 

differences to surface temperature averaged over Nino3.4 area, in surface temperature (shading) and 577 

sea level pressure (contour, 0.3 hPa/K interval). Stippling indicates 99% confidence level (derived 578 

using the t-test technique). (b) The same as in panel (a), except for the cloud water content in the 579 

lower_layer (same definition mentioned in Figure 5(a). (c) The same as in panel (a), except for the 580 

net downward radiation flux at top-of-atmosphere. The blue and purple rectangles were used in the 581 

regression analysis (see text 4.3 in detail). (d, e, f) The same as in panels (a, b and c) except for the 582 

regression values against surface temperature averaged over the NEP area.  583 
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